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Welcome to Criticus.
This  content  was  created  with  the  contribution  of
Liberty28, coworking in Villa Moroni, Stezzano (BG).

Antonio  Bonizzoni born  in  1975  in
Rivolta dadda on the extreme point of
the  province  of  Cremona,  which
insinuates  itself,  bordering  on  it,
with  the  provinces  of  Milan  and
Bergamo.
Creator and founder of the Liberty28
project, he has always supported his
professional  experience  with  a

passionate interest in the in-depth study and management
training with particular attention to the intertwining of
human sciences and business strategy.
From  the  course  of  graphological  studies  that  led  the
author  to  be  a  Technical  Consultant  for  the  Court  of
Cremona,  the  volume  was  written  and  published:  I
graphologist, graphology vademecum.

https://ilmiolibro.kataweb.it/libro/saggistica/233379/io-
grafologo/
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An exciting ride through 4000 years of Italian history with
questions and answers, is instead the fascinating journey
of the second volume of the author entitled:  How many do
you know?

https://ilmiolibro.kataweb.it/libro/storia-e-
filosofia/234495/ma-quante-ne-sai-2/

We just have to Googolare, is the title of the third volume
of  the  author  who  accompanies  a  successful  professional
experience in the world of web marketing, has made clear
and usable the basic concepts of this subject as current as
little known to non-professionals.

https://ilmiolibro.kataweb.it/libro/saggistica/256098/non-
ci-resta-che-googolare-2/

Indian notebooks, is the fourth volume of the author and
also the first of the series domenicaliberty28.
This is a catalog book with the images and the story of the
personal  exhibition  of  Mita  AgaRossi,  inaugurated  at
Liberty28 on 26 November 2017.

https://ilmiolibro.kataweb.it/libro/arte-e-
architettura/374013/taccuini-indiani/
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The 9 why of Criticus; subtitle, Criticus explained to my
12  year  old  son,  is  the  volume  that  accompanies  the
homonymous cultural artistic initiative.

https://ilmiolibro.kataweb.it/libro/arte-e-
architettura/442524/i-9-perch-di-criticus/

Criticus and Liberty28, coworking in Villa Moroni, Stezzano
(BG) , thank you for the use of this content and wish you a
good day.
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